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R&W Pineapple
Stand. Sliced, 3 Cans

There are now more automobiles
in use In the United States than
there are telephones.
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R&W Coffee

Vaughn & Goodman
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"Where Quality and Bervloe Meet"

University of Oregon, Eugene.
(Special.) Those who think coljazz and
lege is a round of rah-rafootball, with little time for studies,
will be In for a surprise when they
a campus movie
view "Ed's
written, acted and produced by University of Oregon students at Eugene last spring. The drama Is
feature length and fully up to professional standards. It teems with
Co-ed-

Interest and suspense yet It does
not depend on tho usual cinema
mechanics for any of its appeal.
The picture will open March 28
run at the Star thefor a
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"
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His reception,
to the university.
which affords the sophomores a bit
of real fun, his struggleg to win the
two-da-

y
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girl of his heart while seeking to
keep up his scholastic standing, the
many little instances of college life,
all blend to make an absorbing
story. With the beauty of the campus as its background, the picture
has achieved a distinct success. The
historic mil! race where so many
college romances have started, plays
an important part In the benutlfully
portrayed and interesting student
cinema.
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